
Cleaning Foam
...not only for plastics

Cepian is ready-to-use cleaning, protection and care
agent for plastic and water cleanable surfaces and
objects. Thick foam stays on vertical surfaces, leaves
nice smell. Substances used in cleaning foam give 
gloss to dull surfaces. Product does not contain silicone 
and does not mount up! Easily removes dirt, grease, 
atmospheric pollutants, fresh marks left by pens. 
Contains antielectrostatic additives to decrease dirt and 
dust accumulation. Environmentally friendly, biodegradable.
Does not contain freon.

DESCRIPTION :

TYPICAL USE :

in household
  for care of all surfaces made of plastics e.g. 
  window frames, garden   furniture, telephones, 
  household equipment like fridges, owens, kitchen hoods
  cleaning of ceramic tiles, glass, furniture made of 
  laminate, vinyl wallpapers   and sanitaria

in automotive
  for cleaning and care of interior and exterior plastic
  elements, smooth and   porous like bumps, mirrors, 
  car dash-boards, shields

Excellent for offices, hotels, schools, shops, 
industrial buildings, restaurants

HOW TO USE :

Apply foam on the surface and dry clean with a cloth. 
Cepian foam if very efficient, already tiny amount is 
enough to thoroughly clean small surfaces. 
Gradually increase amount of foam applied in case 
of bigger surfaces.
Apply foam on a cloth to clean small object e.g. 
telephone, calculators, computer board.

Caution!               Test surfaces coated with paint, vinyl 
wallpaper etc. prior to application of a foam

COMPOSITION :

< 5% anionic surfactants, <5% non-ionic surfactants, 
solvents soluble in water, scent, Hexyl cinnamal, 
Metylchloroisothiazolinone, Methylisothiazolinone

SAFETY MEASURES :

  keep away form children
  do no breath sprayed liquid
  avoid contact with eyes, irrigate with clean, fresh
  water in case of eye contact, seek medical advice
  wash hands after use
  use only rooms with good ventilation
  if accidentally swallowed obtain medical advice, 
  show label or container
  do not clean surfaces that come in contact with foodstuffs
  do not use to clean machinery
  pay special attention when cleaning electrical and 
  electronic devices, foam should not penetrate inside 
  the covers, dry thoroughly before using devices

Cepian holds PZH Quality Certificate

STORAGE :

TRANSPORT :

PACK SIZE :

WARRANTY :

24 months.

0,5l; other sizes available

Product is considered safe. 
Transportation according to regular transportation rules. 
Avoid freeze and thaw process.

Store in dry rooms in temperature form 5 to 35°C,
avoid direct sun exposure and freezing 
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All the information mentioned above reflects our current level of knowledge, 
presented in best faith. This information can not be a basis of any claims,
either express or implied. Should the condition of use the product be beyond
manufacturer's control, responsibility for its safe use is born by the user.
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